
Rebuild and Realize Your M&A Growth Strategy In 
the Wake of Market Disruption
To recognize new value opportunities that drive business objectives and mitigate looming risks, organizations must 
modify their M&A strategies.

In the wake of market disruption, organizations can stay ahead of competition and accelerate benefits realization 
by re-valuing targets, reviewing funding sources, and analyzing integration impacts.

BUSINESS INTEGRATION

Acquisition Pipeline

Ensure your company has sufficient 
funding and internal resources to pursue 
acquisitions.

Consider how recent events may have 
caused targets to become either high-risk 
or more opportunistic.

Assess which targets best align with 
changes or needed diversification to 
your organization’s business strategy.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS DUE DILIGENCE & ACQUISITION BUSINESS INTEGRATION

Investment Thesis

Determine what re-valuation is needed 
for previously considered targets.

Decide which in-flight deals your 
organization should proceed with.

Align on which risk-mitigation or 
risk-assumption strategies need to be 
implemented for in-flight deals.

Post-Merger Integration

Evaluate how changes to the allocation of 
key integration resources have impacted 
your organization and the target.

Confirm how priorities changed 
between integrations and other business 
objectives.

Develop strategy for expediting 
comprehensive benefits realization. 

OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS DUE DILIGENCE & 
ACQUISITION

M&A GROWTH 
STRATEGY

Defining your M&A growth strategy is not a “one and done” exercise. An effective strategy requires continuous 
assessment, evaluation, and refinement to drive informed decisions.



 � How did the product mix change?
Did the invest/maintain strategy 
change with the disruption, and is 
it temporary or permanent? 

 � Did the go-to-market strategy
change with the disruption?

If you were evaluating a 
merger or acquisition target:

 � What was the impact to projected 
revenues? Did the revenue 
structure change with the 
disruption, and how long will it take 
to recover?

 � What was the impact to the 
target’s customer base?  Did they 
lose top customers and/or a large 
percentage of customers?

 � How severely hit was the industry
(positively or negatively), and how 
did the target fare in comparison 
to others?

�  Was there disruption to the supply 
chain that has impacted product 
and/or service fulfillment?  How 
long will it take to bring the supply 
chain back to a steady-state?

�  Did the target lose key personnel? 
Was there a loss of intellectual 
capital? How quickly and easily 
can this be addressed?

OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS DUE DILIGENCE & 
ACQUISITION BUSINESS INTEGRATION

OBJECTIVES 
& BUSINESS 
CONTINUITY

FINANCE & 
OPERATIONS

STRUCTURE & 
RESOURCES

 � How well did the target fare during 
the disruption? 

 � Are current business continuity
and disaster recovery plans 
adequate?

If you were conducting due 
diligence on a target:

 � What were the impacts to the 
financial statements? How did 
valuation and deal structure
change?

 � Did the target’s products or 
services change? If so, how 
does that impact go-to-market 
strategies or projected revenues?

 � What major changes are there 
when assessing the full sales 
pipeline? What is the explanation 
for each of those changes?

 � What does the new census look 
like? How have target synergies 
changed? What is the plan and 
projected timeline to re-hire, re-
train, and re-deploy critical roles 
and skillsets?

 � How did the target’s business and 
IT systems fare during disruption? 
What issues were experienced and 
what was the criticality of each?

 � Does your target end-state need to 
be re-evaluated and/or re-defined 
due to shifting business priorities?

 � Does your integration timeline
need to change? Consider whether 
to slow down, speed up, or pivot in 
certain areas.

If you had an integration 
in progress:

 � Has the risk landscape for the 
integration changed? What risk 
mitigation strategies need to be 
employed? 

 � Have the value proposition 
or guiding principles of the 
integration changed?

�  Has there been a change to 
available resources for the 
integration? Will you need to 
execute with fewer resources but 
achieve the same value?

�  Does your change management 
plan and communication strategy 

need to be adjusted? Consider 
changes and implications for 
employees, customers, vendors, 
and shareholders.

EVALUATE & EXECUTE
The impacts your industry, competitors, and own business experience during a major market disruption will drive 
your M&A priorities as the market begins to recover. Use the below guide to help drive decisioning as you rebuild your 
M&A strategy.



Contact us at planahead@Jabian.com to begin getting ahead of the M&A curve today!

Jabian has deep cross-industry experience in helping organizations transform their M&A strategy to address major market shifts and 
business priority changes. 

Address your blind spots and risk 
areas through personalized due 
diligence capabilities.1. 2. 3.Identify if, and how, your M&A 

strategy should consider Federal 
stimulus funding impacts.

Determine ideal M&A activity
timing to beat your competitors
in the market.

JABIAN IS HERE TO HELP
Jabian has robust frameworks and tools to apply during times of crisis and help you confidently strategize, plan, and 
realize your M&A goals. Our toolkit supports the entire M&A lifecycle from analysis of target companies and buyer’s 
health, through successful deal close and integration.

OPPORTUNITY ANALYSIS DUE DILIGENCE & ACQUISITION BUSINESS INTEGRATION

M&A Rollercoaster

 + Understand target buyer and 
acquisition journey

 + Increase success by identifying and 
avoiding value ‘traps’ along the journey

Target Evaluation Criteria

 + Provides a common baseline to evaluate 
acquisition targets

 + Adjust criteria and evaluation scoring to 
align with strategic goals

Due Diligence Assessment Approach

 + Enterprise-view of areas and functions 
to assess during an operational and 
technical due diligence effort

 + Identifies major operational and IT items 
that may impact the deal or subsequent 
integration

Transaction Services Agreement

 + Identifies any entanglements or 
areas where target and buyer require 
additional agreements

 + Clearly aligns target and buyer on post-
transaction ownership and transition of 
services

Integration Approach
 + Overview of activities, tasks, and artifacts 
required to successfully execute the deal 
and realize expected value

 + Ensures timely execution of integration 
and deal objectives

Executive Direction Worksheet

 + Provides a single-page reference view 
of the acquisition across M&A lifecycle 
phases

 + Communicates executive direction on 
acquisition value, integration goals, 
priorities, risk, and KPIs
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THE M&A ROLLERCOASTER – DRAIN ON VALUE

Hidden traps can drain the value of an acquisition while straining the company, employees, and 
shareholders.

Research & Diligence Purchase Integrate Produce

1

TRAP:  Pressure to 
find the deal

2

TRAP:  Excitement and 
deadlines of doing the 
deal

3

TRAP:  Emotional attachment to 
the deal

4

TRAP: “Deal Team” vanishes leaving PhD 
level docs behind

5

TRAP: Operations Team assumes their “hobby job” without 
a repeatable process

8TRAP: Finally look under the covers…SURPRISE!

9TRAP: Siloed focus on tasks vs. value with minimal executive visibility
10TRAP: Expectations missed…time to scramble the “Tiger team” 11

TRAP: No clear definition of 
success…where to go now?

Deal Closes

LOI SignedDeal 
Found

“The PMI Chasm”

7
TRAP: Poor Communication leads to 

confusion, dissention, and rumors

6
TRAP: Executive A.D.D. kicks in for 
their new shiny object

Value & Integration Management Office (VIMO) Focus

Here are a few ways Jabian can immediately partner with you to get ahead of the curve with your 
M&A strategy:
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TSA Inventory Register

Sub-function Activity Service Description Convey? TSA Required? Minimum number of TSA Months

LEGAL

Licensing (001171)
Credentialing / Licensing Seller to oversee credentialing for all locations consistent with current practices or at direction 

of Buyer representative, as applicable. This includes but not limited to interacting with Payer 
Relations, National / State / Local inquires, and Attorneys (as needed). Team will update 
online Office Database as needed based on location changes. Updates to licensing 
database are to be passed to Buyer in a timely manner. Seller to provide documents and 
data as requested by the Buyer in accordance with any litigation requests or requests by 
Buyer pertaining to the conveyed company.

Y Y 2

Worker's Compensation 
Worker's Compensation Personnel Seller to provide worker's compensation for (1) all non-conveyed employees consistent with 

current business practices and (2) for all employees (conveyed or non-conveyed) who were 
injured prior to close date. Worker's compensation reserves to be analyzed on a quarterly 
basis and to adhere to current reserving guidelines. Seller to provide documents and data as 
requested by the Buyer in accordance with any litigation requests or requests by Buyer 
pertaining to the conveyed company and pertaining to the non-conveyed company, as is 
reasonably necessary to provide historical information to Buyer's carriers, actuaries, and 
other risk management vendors.

N Y 2

Worker's Compensation Buyer is expected to absorb all new worker's compensation claims (for injuries occurring on 
or after close date) and administration of such claims after closure.  Seller to manage all 
open investigations at date of close and to provide timely delivery of loss runs for Home 
Health upon close date and within 30 days of close for all legacy WC and PL programs for 
use by the buyer's actuary.

Y N

Misc. Risk Management Seller to provide Buyer and Buyer's representatives access to information needed to 
evaluate the existence of insurance coverage for areas which are to be TSA'ed including, but 
not limited to auto insurance and property insurance. 

N Y 2

Contracts
Contracts Team Seller to provide contract oversight and maintain database of contracts in accordance with 

current practices. All contracts that relate to Home Healthcare business and/or the conveyed 
company are to be vetted with Buyer prior to execution of contracts.  Seller to provide 
documents, regular reports and data as requested by the Buyer in accordance with any 
litigation requests or requests by Buyer pertaining to the conveyed company.

Y Y 2

Government Affairs
Government Affairs (shift to 
Operations)

Government Affairs personnel are expected to be conveyed with the transaction. 
Relationship with vendor is expected to continue under Seller contract until new contract can 
be established by Buyer

Y Y 8

TRANSACTION SERVICES AGREEMENT
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INTEGRATION APPROACH

Our integration approach focuses on preparing ahead of close to first preserve value, then capture and create value.

1. Initiate 100 Day plans:
• Infrastructure/back office/facility integration
• Implement required post close control 

actions to stabilize the business

Day 100 Plan Execution

1. Finalize and begin execution of detailed
integration plans, embedding synergy,
capture requirements

Detailed Day 100+ Integration 
Planning

1. Implement new operating model: focus on 
the customer & employee experience

Operating Model Roll Out

1. Ongoing communications plan execution

Communications

Develop Integration Principles

INTEGRATION AND 
VALUE ASSESSMENT1 PRE-CLOSE PLANNING 

& PROGRAM LAUNCH2 CONTROL, 
STABILIZATION, 
TRANSITION

3 INTEGRATION 
EXECUTION4 INTEGRATION 

ASSESSMENT5
SIGNING CLOSE / 

DAY 1
FIRST “100” 

DAYS PATH TO VALUE

1. Confirm strategic vision and deal rationale

2. Assess degree of integration and scope

3.  Ensure integration objectives are aligned
to the post-close business strategy

6. Establish program structure for purposes
of governance and decision-making

4. Establish guiding principles that will drive 
how decisions are to be made

5. Determine Integration approach for
managing all phases of the lifecycle

7. Depict a timeline with milestones
and dependencies

8.  Outline near-term priorities and next steps
to execute each phase

1. Organize & launch the program office

Program Operation

1. Identify and prioritize mission critical
requirements that must be in place 
Day 1 to ensure business control 

Day 1 Planning

2. Develop initial 100 Day transition plan

1. Identify quick-hit synergy opportunities

Synergy “Quick Hits”

1. Develop Day 1 and longer term 
Communications plan

Communications

1. Design functional and operational 
“to be” states

Future Organizational Model

1. Capture low hanging fruit

Synergy “Quick Hit” Execution

2. Analyze and confirm synergies
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PRESERVE VALUE
Implementation

CAPTURE VALUE

1. Implement, track and monitor integration
plan and value capture initiatives

2. Management dashboards
(weekly, monthly, quarterly)

3. Workforce and clients transition completed

4. Transform to new operating model

Lessons Capture

CREATE  VALUE

1. Conduct review of integration activity to
capture lessons learned

2. Incorporate into Playbook

ASSESS PLAN
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The assessment scope leverages Jabian’s 
Business Process Landscape and IT 
Assessment Framework to examine 
ABC’s operations and technology

SECURITY
• Risk Mgt.
• Access Control
• Documentation

• Administration / Policy
• Penetration Testing
• Threat Assessment

• Disaster Recovery
• Encryption
• Content Monitoring/Filtering

• Compliance (incl. 
PII)

• IT Strategic Planning
• Business / IT Alignment

• Governance
• Innovation

• Finance
• Partnerships

STRATEGY

• Structure
• Leadership

• Skills & Career Model
• Professional Dev

• Compensation
• Recruiting

ORGANIZATION

• Program/Project Mgt
• Service Delivery, SLAs

• Vendor/Partner Mgt
• Reporting/Communications

• Architecture/Tech Ops
• Data Mgt./QA

• Knowledge Sharing
• GIS Support

OPERATIONS & REPORTING

• Functionality
• Performance
• Adaptability

• Availability
• Architecture
• Supportability

• ESRI / Mapping
• Data Services
• Web based

APPLICATIONS

• Network Mgt
• Change/Config Mgt
• Performance Mgt

• Interoperability
• Fault Tolerance
• Device Mgt

• Communications
• Hosting/Data Center

INFRASTRUCTURE

STRATEGY

ORGANIZATION

OPERATIONS & REPORTING

APPLICATIONS

INFRASTRUCTURE

SECURITY

ASSESSMENT APPROACH
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TARGET EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Key evaluation criteria were developed to provide a common baseline for evaluating potential acquisition targets. 

Criteria Description Evaluation

1.  Geography Evaluating if the acquisition provides CLIENT with access to a strategic 
geography for continued business growth 

2.  Culture Determining if the acquisition target has a similar culture to CLIENT, with 
aligned core values and objectives 

3.  Operating Model Understanding if the acquisition target uses a similar operating model to 
CLIENT, with comparable structure and roles

4.  Customers Evaluating if the acquisition customer base is aligned to the CLIENT portfolio, 
considering customer types and portfolio balance 

5.  Product Breadth Determining the breadth of products offered by the acquisition target to 
assess their similarity to CLIENT’s product offering model

6.  Ease of 
Integration

Assessing the level of complexity required for integration, including potential 
investments needed to achieve CLIENT goals and the overall integration 
timeline

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Not Strategic Highly StrategicStrategic

Not Aligned Highly AlignedAligned

Not Similar Very SimilarSimilar

Not Aligned Highly AlignedAligned

High Complexity/
Significant Investment

Low Complexity/
Lesser Investment Moderate

1 2 3 4 5

Limited ExtensiveModerate
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTION WORKSHEET
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